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Abstract: If non-response ts selective the maximum Zíkelihood estimator of

the parameters in a model ~uith fixed effects tutlZ not be consistent r~hen the

number of time periods ts small. Zn this note, rue present a transformatton

to eZtmtnate the fixed individual effects and shoai that the corresponding

marginal maxtmum Zikelíhood estimator can be used to estimate the remaining
parameters consistently, even if the sample ts seZective. This consistency

also holds mhen only a few time sertes observations are available.
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1. Introduction

In the econometric literature of the last two decades, much attention has
been paid to the estimation and testing of fixed effects and random effects
models using panel data (see Hsiao [1986] for a survey). Relatively little
attention, however, seems to have been paid to the phenomenon of missing
observations, a problem of frequent occurrence in panel data. (see Bi~rn
[1981], Baltagi [1985] and Wansbeek and Kapteyn [1986]). Using the available
complete observations only (i.e. creating a balanced panel) often implies a
substantial loss of information compared to using the unbalanced panel.
Moreover, both procedures are likely to result in biased estimators if there
is selective non-response. For s model with random individusl effects,
Hausman and Wise [1979] discuss maximum likelihood estimation in case of
selective attrition, a generalization of which is recently given by Ridder
[1988].

In this note attention will be paid to the model with fixed individual
effects. We show how the parameters of the model can be consistently
estimated if the non-response is selective. It appears that straightforward
extension of the methods suggested by Hausman and Wise [1979] for the random
effects model only leads to consistent estimators for the number of time
periods (T) tending to infinity and not for the number of units tending to
infinity. In practice however, a panel data set typically consists of
observations of a large number of individuals over a small number of
periods, so the assumption of infinite T will not be a valid approximation.
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2. Estimation of the model

Consider the following linear model

Yit - }{it~ r ai } Eit' t - 1,...,T, i - 1,..,N (1)

where Xit is a row vector of (non-stochastic) values for the (strictly)
exogenous variables, p a column vector of unknown parameters of interest and
the ai are fixed unknown parameters. An alternative commonly made assumption
for the ai would be to assume that they are independently identically
distributed, in which case we arrive at the random effects model, as
considered by, e.g., Baltagi [1985] and Hausman and Wise [19~9]. One could
prefer to work with a model with fixed rather than random individual effects
for several reasons, for example because the fixed effects estimator is
consistent even if the unobserved individuel effects are correlated with the
explanatory variables. A classical example of this topic is the estimation
of production functions free of management bias, see e.g. Mundlak [1961].

Following Hausman and Wise [19~9] and Ridder [1988], we assume thata
observations for yit are only available if an unobserved variable rit is

nonnegative, for which we assume

M

rit - Zity ; ~i { nit ' t - 1,...,T; i - 1,..,N (2)

where Zit is a row vector of non-stochastic values for the exogenous
variables, possibly containing (partly) the same variables as Xit, and ~i is
an individual specific component of the error term. Because it is well known
that a fixed effect probit model is computationally hard to implement since
the fixed effects cannot be eliminated (see e.g. Maddala [198~]), we choose
a priori for a random effects probit specification. The (observed) indicator

N M
variable rit is defined as rit - 1 i f rit ~ 0 and rit - 0 if rit ~ 0.

Letting ei - (Eil " " 'EiT)~ ~d ni - (~il " " '~iT)~' we assume that the
error terms in (1) and ( 2) are normally distributed according to
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` N 0, (3)

For identification purposes a~ t o~ is usually set to one.
Verbeek and Nijman [1989] give conditions under which the standard

fixed effects (or 'within') estimator of p in (1) is consistent, in par-
ticular this is the case if both p~ 0 and Zity varies over time. If this is
known to be true, an alternative estimator has to be used, which will be
derived below. For ease of presentation we assume for the moment that there
is no sutocorrelation in the error term of the probit equation, i.e. we
assume that 6~ - 0. This assumption simplifies the algebra a lot and does
not affect the point we want to make. At the end of the present section we
will extend the results to the case of nonzero 6~.

An obvious alternative to the standard fixed effects estimator (or
within estimator) is to use the maximum likelihood estimator incorporating
selectivity. This is a straightforward extension of the method of Hausman
and Wise [~979], but instead of treating the ~i as random errors we treat
them as fixed unknown parameters. The likelihood contribution of individual
i is given by

~1(g~ al) -t E~,P{
rit ~ 0 i Yit } f(yit) xt ~ ~f P{ rit C 0}, (4)

1 i

where ~ -{ t E{ 1,...,T }; rit - 1}(i-1,...,N) is the set of time
indices for the periods in which individual i is observed and 9-(p, y, p,
oE,Q~)' is the vector of parameters excluding the individual effects.
Straightforward elaboration yields that

Z é t (P~~ )(Y X P-a )
P{ r~ ) 0~ y. }-~ r i t B it- it i 1 ( 5)

it - ~t l J(1- p2) J

26e 1T

p oEOr11T on1T

0 o c2~

P{ ri t C 0}- 1-~( Zitó) ( 6)
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f(y1t) - oEl~r yit-X~itp-ai l'
Il e J (7)

where p and ~ are the standard normal density and distribution function
respectively, and where an is normalized to one (remember that Q~ - 0). In
general, maximizing this likelihood function for all observations does not
lead to consistent estimators for fínite T since the number of parameters
rises with the number of observations. Moreover, one has to optimize with
respect to a large number of parameters, which is computationally in-
feasible. The usual solution to this incidental parameters problem is to
condition the likelihood upon some (minimal) sufficient statistics for the
incidental parameters resulting in a conditional likelihood function which
is independent of the incidental parameters (Andersen [1970], Chamberlain
[1980]). Maximizing the conditional likelihood function with respect to the
remaining parameters yields (under suitable regularity conditions (see
Andersen [1970])) consistent though not necessarily efficient estimators
which are asymptotically normal.

In general there is no guarantee that these sufficient statistics
exist. In the fixed effects model (1) with no selectivity bias minimal
sufficient statistics for ai are yi , the observed individual averages of

yit (see e.g. Chamberlain [1980]). Moreover, it can be shown (e.g. Cornwell
and Schmidt [1987]) that the maximum likelihood method (ML) and the con-
ditional maximum likelihood method lead to the same estimator for g(the
OLS-estimator), which explains why the incidental parameters cause no
problem in the standard fixed effects model.

Unfortunately, in the model with selectivity yi is no longer a
sufficient statistic for ai. The conditional likelihood contribution of
individual i is given by

,tl(S. ai) - fT P{ rit ~ o; yit. yi } f(yit ;
t E ~

x (Í P{ rit ~ 0 ; yi }.
t ~ `.Ïi

0
(8)

However, it is readily verified that
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M M
{ ~P rit ) 0; yit, yi }- P { rit ) 0, Yit }, (9)

which therefore still contains the incidental parameters ai unless p- 0.
Thus it follows that maximizing this conditional likelihood function does
not lead to consistent estimators either.

Therefore, one has to look for an alternative way to overcome the
incidental parameters problem, which is provided by transforming the data in
such a way that the individual effects are eliminated and maximizing the
likelihood of the transformed data. This can be seen as an application of
marginal maximum likelihood (Kalbfleisch and Sprott [1970]) since (in
general) only the likelihood of part of the original data is used. Well
known effective transformations for the standard fixed effects model
(equation (1) while p- 0) are taking deviations from individuel means (the
'within' transformation) and taking first differences. For the standard
model marginal ML is identical to ML and therefore also to conditional ML.

It appears that the 'within' transformation, i.e. taking deviations
from observed individual means, works equally well in the model with
selectivity bias, since it eliminates the incidental parameters (ai) and
thus yields a consistent estimator which is asymptotically normal.

The marginal likelihood contribution of individual i is given by

.~m(9) - P { rit ) 0, t E~i i Yi } f(yi) x ÍT P{ rit C 0}, (10)
t ~ `.Ti

where a tilde denotes deviation from its observed individual mean, i.e. the
individual mean is taken over the available observations,

1
yit - yit - Ti t E `f,Yit - Yit - yi.'

i

where Ti denotes the number of elements in `,Íi, and where yi denotes the Ti-

vector of observed Yit~s'
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The difference with the likelihood contribution given in (4) is that

the simultaneous density of all observed yit's cannot be written as the
product of Ti independent densities, since yis and yit are not uncorrelated,
and that the probabilities of being observed are now conditional upon y,i
instead of yit, implying a nonzero correlation between these probabilities.
In particular, for t E~ and s E .̀Íi it holds that

E{ nit i Yi }-(PI~E)(Yit - XitH)

V{ ~it ~ Yi }- 1- P2 t P2~T1

cov{ nit ' nis ' yi } - P2~Ti ( s~ t).

(12)

(13)

(14)

Since (12) does not involve ai the incidental parameters problem is
solved (the other terms in (10) do not contain ai) and maximizing the
marginal likelihood function (the product of all ,~i(8)) will lead to
consistent estimators for ~.

In general the computation of multivariate probit probabilities implies
numerical integration over all dimensions. However, since, from (13) and
(14), the error term has a random effects structure (which implies that the
error terms are independent conditional upon the individual effect), this
can be reduced to numerical integration over one dimension, which is
computationally very well feasible, see e.g. Butler and Moffitt [1982].

3. Extension to the model with individual effects in the probit error term

In the previous section, we have assumed that the error term in the
probit equation was not correlated over time. If we relax this assumption
and allow a random individual effect gi the conditional probability in the
likelihood is a T-variate probit. Computation of such multivariate
probabilities is known to be intractable unless the structure of the
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(conditional) covariance matrix is such that the dimension of the integral
can be reduced. We will show in the sequel that this is the case.

The conditional distribution of the probit error term is characterized

by (see Appendix)

E{ ~i r~it i Yi }-(Pan~66)rit(Yit - Xit~) - Ait, saY. (15)

and

V{ i~. ; n i Y }- ó2it' t o2I - p262Diag(r ) t p2(o2~T )r r: (16)i i i ~ ~ T ~, i n i i i

where ri - (ril "" 'riT)~' For o~ - 0, these expressions reduce to (12),
(13) and ( 14). Equations ( 15) and ( 16) imply that the conditional
distribution of the error term in the probit equation is identical to the
distribution of

~it } uil } ritui2'

where vit' uil ~d ui2 are uncorrelated error terms with E{vit} -~it'
E{uil} - E{u12} - 0 and

V{vit} - o~(1-ritp2), V{uil} -~~ and V{ui2} - p2v~~Ti. (i8)

Just like in the random effects case analysed by Ridder [1988] the con-
ditional probit error term has an error components structure, which can be
used to reduce the dimension of integration. Since conditional upon the two
individual effects the error terms are independent, we only have to evaluate
a double integral instead of a T-variate one. In particular

P{ rit ~ 0. t E~i
' rit

C 0. t f~ ~1 i Yi }-

T Z. ~rte, tu t r u

J J ~~( (2rit-1)
it 2 it 2 1 i t 2 1 f(ul, u2) duldu2, (19)

t-1 J(~~(1-ritP )) J
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where f(ul, uz) is the (normal) density function of ul and u2, equal to
~(ul)~(u2)~(p 6~o~~JTi). If the individual is observed in all periods (ri -
i) this simplifies further to a single integral. If these integrals can be
evaluated numerically, marginal maximum likelihood estimation is feasible in
the case of an individual effect in the probit equation as well.

4. Concluding remarks

In summary, we have seen that the well known equality of the ML
estimator, the conditional ML estimator and the marginal ML estimator in the
fixed effects regression model, no longer holds true for the model which
allows for possible selectivity bias (for finite T). We have presented a way
to eliminate the fixed individual effects and to estimate the remaining
parameters consistently in the situation of selectivity bias, even if the
number of time periods is small. The marginal maximum likelihood function
was derived for the case of no sutocorrelation in the probit equation as
well as the case with individual effects in the probit error term.
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APPENDIX : DERIVATION OF (15) AND (16)

Define for each individual a TixT matrix Ri transforming yi -(yil ""'yiT)~
into the Ti dimensional vector yi, say, of observed yit's. Furthermore,

define a TizTi matrix Qi transforming yi into yi, i.e. Qi - Ii - T titi'i
where Ii is s TiXTi identity matrix and ti a Ti dimensional column vector of

ones. Then Ei - QiRiei and it follows from (3) that

Ei - N 0; QiRi(6EIi)RiQi QiRi(P oEQn)
.

tT~itni 0 o~IT t ~~tTt,j,

from which it follows that

E{ tT~i t~,i ; Ei }- p 6~~6ERiEi

and

V{ tT~i f ni i ei }- 6~IT t 6~t,1,tT - picsnRiQiRi,

which prove (15) and (16) if we use the fact that RiRi - Diag(ri) and

R:t.t:R. - r.r:.i i i i i i
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